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M RICRO IDGE
Measurement Collection Technology

for Today & Tomorrow!

Smarter & More

Flexible Solutions!MobileCollect
wireless on the move

Transmitters
Transmitters can be Mobile Modules or Remotes. Capture measurements from digital and RS-232 gages and devices and
send the measurement data to a Base. A typical wireless system has multiple transmitters and bases. The Mobile Modules
are battery powered and typically connected to gages such as calipers, micrometers, etc. Remotes are powered by an
external power source (i.e., AC adapter) and are typically used to transfer measurement data from gage interfaces, scales,
etc. The following MobileCollect transmitters are available:
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Digital Mobile Module:

Command Mobile Module:

RS-232 Mobile Module:

RS-232 Remote:

Supports most digital and RS-232 handheld gages.

Same as above but has ability to request a reading from the gage.

Supports RS-232 gages not supported by the 2 mobile modules above.

Connects an RS-232 device (gage interface, scale) to wireless system.

Receivers

Bases receive measurements from transmitters (Mobile Modules and Remotes) and transfer the measurement data to your
PC. The bases are connected to a PC or laptop by a USB or RS-232 port. All data sent to USB ports appear as standard RS-
232 data to your application. The following MobileCollect bases are available:
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USB Base:

RS-232 Base:

Receives measurements from Mobile Modules and Remotes. Connects to/powered by USB port.

Receives measurements from Mobile Modules and Remotes. Connects to RS-232 port; AC adapter.

Mobile Base ( )scheduled for release 4th quarter 2010

RoverBase is a mobile base that receives gage measurements wirelessly from multiple Mobile Modules.
RoverBase is the only handheld computer integrated into a wireless measurement collection system. With
the addition of RoverBase, you will be able to choose a truly mobile solution where you are totally free
from your cables and your computer and are not restricted to any specific work area.
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Features Visual Collect software used to capture and display measurements and basic statistical
analysis, including basic calculations, histograms, and control charts. Parts setup is downloaded
from the PC.

Ruggedized handheld with color touch screen.

Transfer your measurements to any SPC software.

See more information our web site at www.microridge.com/wl_roverbase.htm

In its simplest form, a wireless measurement collection
system consists of a base connected to a PC receiving
wireless data from a transmitter, or it can be multiple bases
receiving data from dozens of transmitters.

Transfer your measurements directly to any SPC software.
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MobileCollect represents the 3 generation of wireless
measurement collection from MicroRidge.

Features advanced wireless technology designed for reliability and data
integrity.

Supports gages from all major gage manufacturers.

Saves time - just measure and send!

Includes WedgeLink Xpress, keyboard wedge for transferring
measurements directly to Excel.
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Wireless link from gage to PC!

Mobile Module

Base Unit
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